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Google redraws the borders on maps
depending on who's looking

A screenshot of a video from The Washington Post showing how Google presents the same map differently depending on whether you are
looking at it from Pakistan or India. Photo: The Washington Post

For more than 70 years, the neighboring countries of India and Pakistan have waged battles. One

conflict is over who controls the mountains of Kashmir. Tens of thousands have died fighting in

this conflict.

Both sides claim the Himalayan mountainous region as their own. However, people on the

Internet in India might see the dispute as settled. The borders on Google's online maps in India

show Kashmir as fully under Indian control. Elsewhere, including in Pakistan, users see the

borders as dotted lines. The dotted lines indicate that the border is disputed.

Google's corporate mission is "to organize the world's information." Yet the world's borders, from

Argentina to the United Kingdom to Iran, look different on Google Maps, depending on where

you're viewing the maps from. That's because Google, and other online mapmakers, simply change

them.
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Google Maps controls roughly 80 percent of the mobile map market. It attracts more than a billion

users. Google Maps thus has a large effect on people's perception of the world, from simple driving

directions to making judgments on border wars.

While maps are intended to bring order to the world, Google's decision-making on maps is often

cloaked in secrecy. Even some workers who shape Google's digital maps every day don't know how

decisions are made. People involved in the process say that decisions are influenced by history,

local laws, the opinions of diplomats, policymakers and even Google's executives.

"Our goal is always to provide the most comprehensive and accurate map possible," said Ethan

Russell. Russell is the director of product management for Google Maps. "We remain neutral on

issues of disputed regions and borders, and make every effort to objectively display the dispute in

our maps using a dashed gray border line. In countries where we have local versions of Google

Maps, we follow local legislation when displaying names and borders."

Now 15 years old, Google Maps has become one of the company's most-used products. Google

Maps will generate as much as $3.6 billion in yearly sales by next year, according to experts in the

industry. Most of the money comes from advertising. As Google packs its maps with more

information, small changes can alter people's daily lives.

Apple Maps is the second-most popular among mobile users, according to estimates. It controls

about 10 to 12 percent of the market. Bing Maps, a division of Microsoft, controls a smaller slice of

the online map market.

Apple is responsive to local laws, said Apple spokeswoman Jacqueline Roy. It uses a town's rulings

on borders and names of places.

"We are taking a deeper look at how we handle disputed borders in our services and may make

changes in the future as a result," Roy said.

Microsoft refers to the International Court of Justice, the United Nations (U.N.) or academics in

regard to borders. If a border is uncertain, it indicates the dispute according to its mapmaking

policy.

Combination Of Sources

Google's maps are created through a combination of sources. This includes satellite images,

computer modeling and hand-drawn borders and landmarks, the company said. It relies primarily

on contract workers who track the construction of new types of buildings or roads.

Google also consults with local governments to help make decisions about where to draw its

borders, according to people familiar with the matter. The company also refers to historical maps,

news events and atlases. Changes are made quietly and can be done immediately.

Disputed Borders

When it comes to disputed borders, people in different countries often see different things. Take,

for example, the body of water between Japan and the Korean Peninsula. To almost all, it is known

as the Sea of Japan. However, for Google Maps users in South Korea, it's listed as the East Sea. 
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More than 4,000 miles away, the waterway separating Iran from Saudi Arabia may be either the

Persian Gulf or the Arabian Gulf. The name depends on who is looking online. 

These aren't small matters. Last month at the World Economic Forum in Switzerland, Pakistani

Prime Minister Imran Khan called on the U.N. to mediate the escalating dispute with India.

Doing The Bidding Of Autocratic Governments

"It would probably surprise some Americans to learn that Google is effectively doing the bidding of

autocratic governments on its maps," said Elisabeth Sedano. She's a professor at the University of

Southern California. In an autocratic government, one person rules with unlimited power. Sedano

added that small changes to maps may not seem so small to the people living there.

Google employees said they often must alter maps with no reason given. Their changes take effect

almost immediately. That typically includes relatively minor adjustments like removing landmarks

like a statue. Google workers say there's a special team they call "the disputed region team" that

addresses more troublesome matters.

Google does respond to feedback. It once changed the name of Native American tribal land to

"nation" from "reservation," according to a person involved in those discussions.

In some cases, local laws order how Google and others must represent maps. Decisions must be

made to avoid disapproval. For example, China, South Korea and other countries offer official

guidance on how maps should be presented. A former Bing executive said mapmakers face

punishment if they do not follow the guidance.
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Quiz

1 Which section from the article BEST explains why Google Maps might not look the same in different countries?

(A) "Large Effect On People's Perception Of World"

(B) "Combination Of Sources"

(C) "Disputed Borders"

(D) "Doing The Bidding Of Autocratic Governments"

2 Read the following claim.

Google Maps significantly influences how people understand what is going on around them.

Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the statement above?

(A) Google's corporate mission is "to organize the world's information."

(B) Google Maps thus has a large effect on people's perception of the world, from simple driving directions
to making judgments on border wars.

(C) While maps are intended to bring order to the world, Google's decision-making on maps is often cloaked
in secrecy.

(D) As Google packs its maps with more information, small changes can alter people's daily lives.

3 Which of the following MOST influences Google's maps?

(A) contract workers

(B) local governments

(C) landmarks such as statues

(D) news events

4 How do local governments affect Google Maps?

(A) Some local governments refuse to allow their countries to be represented on maps.

(B) Many local governments prefer the use of the term "nation" as opposed to "reservation."

(C) Some local governments make rules and enforce punishments regarding maps of their countries.

(D) Many local governments file complaints disputing borders represented with dotted lines.


